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Hawks taking a pass in fourth quarter

By Ken Sugiura 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

5:45 p.m. Saturday, January 2, 2010

As of late, the Hawks would make for a good hockey team.

If their games lasted three periods, they would be in great shape.

Fourth quarters, though, have been their undoing. Poor play at the finish has had a direct role in their five

losses over the past seven games, including the past three.

They've been outscored in the fourth quarter in all five of the losses, to Chicago, Denver, Cleveland (twice)

and New York. In three of the games, the opponent trailed after three quarters.

Each loss is distinct, but a glaring commonality is the disruption of the offensive play that had served them

well through three quarters. The offense grows stagnant and relies on one-on-one play, foregoing the free-

flowing unselfishness that characterized the first three quarters. The numbers reflect it.

In the five losses, shooting percentage dropped from 49.7 over the first three quarters to 35.7 in the fourth.

Not surprisingly, the rate at which Hawks baskets came from assists dropped from 54.5 percent to 37.1.

Points in the paint went from 10.1 per quarter to 6.4 in the fourth quarters of the losses.

Against the Knicks on Friday, center Al Horford had 20 points through three quarters on 10-of-12

shooting. A remarkable eight of his baskets were set up by assists. In the fourth quarter, Horford took one

shot. The Hawks, who had 20 assists on 34 baskets through three quarters, had only two assists on their

eight baskets in the fourth as the Knicks made up a 15-point deficit to force overtime, where the Hawks lost

112-108..

"We were our own worst enemies tonight," coach Mike Woodson said following the game. In the fourth

quarter, "we just didn't do the things that got us the lead."

The upcoming schedule isn't kind to a team faltering in the fourth quarter. The Hawks play Miami on

Monday and New Jersey on Wednesday before a three-game crucible: Boston on Friday, at Orlando on

Saturday and at Boston on Monday.

Mouth, meet wallet

This week, Hawks TV play-by-play man Bob Rathbun's heart proved to be as big as his mouth. Tuesday,

as the Hawks were in the midst of a nine-minute-plus scoreless streak against Cleveland, guard Jamal

Crawford went to the line to shoot free throws. Rathbun said on air that if Crawford, an 84.3 percent free-

throw shooter, didn't make the shots, he would walk to Cleveland, where the Hawks were to play
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Wednesday night.

Crawford missed both, and the clip was played on ESPN SportsCenter. After that, Rathbun (who made it to

Cleveland on the team charter) started hearing from friends who sent him directions to Cleveland and

asked him if he had arrived yet. Rathbun made amends by making a $300 donation (the cost of a plane

ticket from Atlanta to Cleveland) to the Hawks' charitable foundation. Upon hearing about that, Crawford

matched the donation.
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